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Dear Ed,

For the past 7 years the New Story initiative at Findhorn has brought us together to explore
the deep questions about what needs to change in us and in the human story for the
benefit of all life. We have sat together in the unknown - the space between stories -
holding, inspiring, supporting and encouraging one another through the often challenging
and uncertain moments on the path. What a blessing it has been to get to know you and to
navigate this extraordinary journey with you.

Now, the time has come for me to release my role in the New Story Initiative, as I sense a
deepening call emerging as a whisper of the future. We will therefore be winding down the
New Story Hub website and programmes over the coming weeks, at which time I will take
a great leap into the unknown and deep dive into a period of retreat to listen on the inner
and attune to the call of spirit. I have a sense that something new wants to be birthed
through me, which may well result in a new initiative on the horizon. If you would like to
know more or connect with me, please feel free to contact me through:
mattie.porte@findhorn.cc or follow me on Facebook and LinkedIn. I am very happy to stay
in touch as I open to my next steps on this magnificent life journey and I am also genuinely
interested to hear about yours. 

It has been a joy and an honour to serve Findhorn's part in the global New Story Movement



and for that opportunity I feel truly blessed and grateful indeed. I remain as committed and
dedicated as ever to honouring the profound legacy of our Findhorn Founders and the New
Story principles of transformative living.

Likewise, the Findhorn Foundation is also in a period of revisioning its mission and is
revising its residential and online education strategy to serve the planet at this time,
alongside a new series of webinars starting this September. Do stay tuned to
developments by signing up to the Foundation's newsletters for next steps and forthcoming
programme offerings. 

Our final Blog Digest will go out on 24 September 2021 and our social media groups and
pages will also close on this date. However, you can stay in touch by following the
Foundation on Facebook, Instagram and YouTube.

For those who have participated in any of our Living the New Story programmes, access to
course materials will remain available on the Hub website for one year until 30 September
2022. However, our programme Facebook Groups will close on 24 September 2021.

In honour of those of you who attended our New Story Summit, which was the seed
impulse for the ongoing New Story network at Findhorn, I leave you with a selection of
photo memories from our week-long gathering in 2014. 

Deep gratitude to you for the unique part you have played in accelerating the New Story in
your own life and community. I look forward to our paths crossing again in the future. Until
then, may each of our new stories continue to weave together seamlessly to cast a golden
thread of love, light and healing around the planet.

With love and a multitude of blessings to you,

Mattie (for the New Story Team at Findhorn)
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